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Executive Summary
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The materials we encounter in our every day lives 
already extend beyond the traditional materials of 
wood, metal, ceramics and glass. The characteristics 
and behavior of materials and material composites 
are continuously being tweaked. The introduction of 
new materials that can respond to inputs from the 
environment has brought about a new movement 
for material development and interaction design: 
computational composites. A computational 
composite is capable of sensing inputs from the 
environment, processing and controlling the 
consequent expression or formation of the material. 

The aim of the thesis was two-fold: to design and 
develop a soft bodied mechanism inspired by the 
movement of a caterpillar, using a Shape Memory 
Alloy-based (SMAs) composite, and to design 
material concepts based on the qualities of the 
composite. 

This was an explorative project, investigating the 
application of a bio-inspired approach and the 
Material Driven Design (MDD) approach to the 
development of a moving material. 

The first phase of the project focused on uncovering 
the technical aspects of a SMA-based composites 
and its relation to a computational composite. To 
understand caterpillar locomotion, a thorough 
study on its anatomy and locomotion strategies 
was performed. A qualitative study on how 

designers interpret caterpillar-like motion lead to 
four interesting movements, which were further 
developed in moving SMA-based composites from 
silicone and 4D printed textile. 

One SMA-based composite was selected for further 
improvement of the mechanism to be capable of 
translational caterpillar-like motion.

The mechanism can also be interpreted and applied in 
other ways, and thus the experiential characteristics 
of the material were uncovered to define a material 
experience vision for further applications. Through 
a creative session and ideation phase three material 
concepts were proposed, suited for three types of 
user input on the computational composite: none, 
indirect and direct.

The ultimate purpose for the material would be 
to sensitize people to the idea of a world where 
materials move from passive objects to active 
elements in our daily lives. It is recommended to do 
more research on the composite and to apply the 
materials experience vision to applications beyond 
every day objects and into the more innovative field 
of computer interface design and human-material 
interaction. 
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List of Abbreviations

CPS   Creative Problem Solving Process 

FSMA   Ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys 

MDD   Material Driven Design

OWSME  One-way shape memory effect

PE   Pseudoelasticity

SE   Superelasticity

SMA   Shape Memory Alloys

SMC   Shape Memory Composites

SME   Shape Memory Effect

SMH   Shape Memory Hybrids

SMM   Shape Memory Material

SMP   Shape Memory Polymers

MEMS   micro-electro-mechanical systems

MSMA   Magnetic Shape Memory Alloys

TWSME  Two-way shape memory effect

TZP   CeO2-tetragonal zirconia poly- crystal
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An introduction to the graduation project 
is	first	 iven	in	Section	1.1.	 e	approac 	
to the project is further described in 
Section	1.2.

Introduction

Chapter 1
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ection  roject verview
This report represents a documentation of the 
graduation project e ecuted at the ndustrial 

esign ngineering acult  of elft niversit  of 
Technolog  as part of the master ntegrated roduct 
Design.  

The aim of the project is to design and protot pe 
a soft bodied mechanism driven b  a novel shape 
memor  allo   based composite  verall  the 
project is mainl  technolog  driven and first and 
foremost the material and mechanism is developed 
to demonstrate the possibilities with  ith the 
development of the computational composite an 
identit  and meaning can be given to the material 
b  adopting a aterial riven esign  
approach  This project will embar  on combining 

 with a bio inspired design approach and appl  

it to the development of a shape changing material  
The compatibilit  of both approaches will become 
apparent as the project advances  s a starting point 
for this project  inspiration is ta en from caterpillars  
which are a well studied organism

omputational composites and smart materials 
both e hibit temporalit  meaning that the  can 
change their form depending on the inputs from 
their environment  mart materials are capable 
of sensing changes in their surroundings and 
responding conse uentl  ergstrom et al   

omputational composites on the other hand 
process the inputs b  means of computation and 
formulate a conse uent response  n this project  

hape emor  aterials are adopted to facilitate 
actuation of the material  To manage the comple it  
of the project  the e  elements are mapped as can be 
seen in Figure 1.1   verlapping characteristics are 

highlighted and show how the material components 
contribute to actuation  movement and e pressive 

ualities  

The aim of this project is

“To develop SMA-based composite, capable of 
a soft-bodied mechanism, taking inspiration 

from the caterpillar locomotion.”





ection  pproach
This project will embar  on combining  with 
a bio inspired design approach and appl  it to 
the development of a shape changing material  
The combination op approaches has not been 
documented et  and poses the uestion how  
should be adapted to incorporate a bio inspired 
vision   t the end of the project  a reflection on the 
effectiveness of the combination of approaches 
is made  oth  and bio inspired design 
approaches are described below

Material Driven Design
The materials we encounter in our ever  da  lives 
alread  e tend be ond the traditional materials 
of wood  metal  ceramics and glass  ew materials 
are continuousl  being invented to fulfill specific 
functions  or instance  b  changing the lattice 

structure of ceramics on a nanoscale  this traditionall  
brittle material can be designed to be compressive 
and ductile e a  as   reer   owever  
not onl  material characteristics are being twea ed  

ew behaviors are also being developed from the 
combination of two or more materials  resulting in 
composites  mart  or computational  composites 
have the abilit  to continuousl  respond to inputs 
from their environment based on their internal 
programming ergstrom et al   

s material scientists continue to develop novel 
materials  with e traordinar  capabilities be ond 
the current framewor  of material understanding  
designers are faced with the challenge of designing 
with these new materials  The opportunities for 
the designer are to create new materials as well as 
adapting the behavior and performance of these 
materials  owever  the capabilities of a designer 
should move be ond understanding the utilitarian 

and functional aspects material characteristics 
contribute to products. To aid in the adoption of 
a new material  designers must also find a wa  to 
ma e the material sociall  and culturall  acceptable 

arana  arati  ognoli   eeuw van der aan  

 new design approach was developed b  elft 
niversit  of Technolog  and olitecnico di ilano  
aterial riven esign  which facilitates the design 

for material e periences  The method emphasi es 
that material e periences should be ualified just as 
technical characteristics are arana et al   
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 follows four main action steps  

1. Understanding The Material: Technical   
 and Experiential Characterisation

 thorough understanding of the material is 
formed through tin ering with the material  
benchmar ing and user studies

2.  Creating Materials Experience Vision

 reflecting on the overall material 
characterisation  a vision is created on the 
material s role in a uni ue user e perience 
where the functional aspects of the material 
are used to its full potential  The purpose of 
the material is defined in relation to other 
products  people and a broader conte t

3. Manifesting Materials Experience   
 Patterns

ther e amples of the envisioned user 
e perience are sought and a lin  is made 
between the created vision to formal 

ualities of new materials and products  

4. Designing Material/Product Concepts 

ll the main findings are integrated into 
a design phase   product idea ma  have 
alread  be found  and is wor ed out with the 
material  lternativel  material concepts 
are made from the insights found in step 1 
and 3.

igure  

ramewor  for material driven 

design  method adapted 

from arana et al



Taking inspiration from nature
The act of ta ing inspiration from nature to find 
new ideas in science and technolog  or to solve 
problems rests on the assumption that these natural 
phenomenons have been refined and perfected 
over the course of the last millions of ears  Two 
main directions have surfaced  biomimicr  and bio
inspired design. 

Biomimicry Design
iomimicr  differs from bio inspired design in that 

it aims to precisel  imitate the designs of biological 
s stems   iomimicr  as defined b  iomimicr   
ta es inspiration from ife s rinciples and emplo  
two design approaches for iomimicr  Thin ing  

hallenge to biolog  and iolog  to design  as can be 
seen in Figure 1.3 aumeister  Toc e  w er  itter  

 en us  
 

or this project  using the iolog  to esign 
approach would be applicable  with the caterpillar 
ta en as starting point  owever  for this project it 
is not necessar  to mimic the caterpillar one on one  
instead it will be used as inspiration for it behavior  
movement and associations  Therefore a more 
suitable approach would be bio inspired design

Bio-Inspired Design
To ma e a case for how biomimicr  and bio inspired 
design is different  ta e for e ample an airplane 
wing  ollowing the bio inspired design approach  
the principle of fl ing was inspired b  birds  but the 
anatom  and mechanisms of a bird were not copied 
in the design of an airplane wing  The wing tips 
however  are an e ample of biomimicr  of the curved 
wing tips of an eagle  

The core principle of bio inspired design can be 
defined as learning from nature  while creating a 
model that is simpler and more effective than that 
observed in nature  io inspired design has been 
applied in man  fields  such as chemistr  material 
science and the medical field  

n interesting development is bio inspired robotics  
which translate the principles found in nature to the 
rigid components currentl  emplo ed in robotics  

ontrastingl  when loo ing into nature it is found 
that most animals are predominantl  composed out 
of soft materials ate et al   To bridge the 
gap between conventional robots and organisms  
the bio inspired soft robotics movement emerged  

e  aspects to the design of these robots are the 
integration of sensing of the environment and 
passive or active mechanisms as a response  This 
can be done b  creating multi functional material 
architectures and b  replacing the hard e terior with 
soft bodies o le  ajidi  e uc   sia   n 
relation to the computational material designed 
in this project  this perspective might provide the 
connection between  and bio inspired design  

hallenges for this project will be the simplification 
of the caterpillar aspects and its adaptation to a 
composite  econdl  a suitable material architecture 
must be selected to simulate the behavior and 

ualities of a caterpillar
Figure  1.3

iomimicr  thin ing  from challenge to nature top  

and rom iolog  to esign bottom  adapted from 

aumeister et al  

hallenge to nature

hallenge to biolog  



Combining Approaches 
The combination of both approaches is visuali ed 
in igure  The combination of the vision for the 
caterpillar and the material e perience is combined 
in the second step of  t the end of the project 
a v reflection on the combination of methods will be 
made.

igure  

 ombining io inspired   pproach
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The behavior of insect larvae and in 
particular caterpillars has been studied 
extensively.  The anatomical structure 
of the manduca sexta, or tobacco 
hornworm is described in Section 2.1. 
The strategies for locomotion can be 
categorized in forward movement 
and escape techniques. Forward 
movement is typically: crawling, inching 
or a combination of the two, further 

elaborated on in Section 2.2. Finally, 
a representative model for caterpillar 
locomotion is presented in Section 2.3.

Caterpillar Analysis

Chapter 2
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ection  aterpillar natom
Caterpillar Body

aterpillars have a t pical c lindrical bod  shape 
with pairs of prolegs  soft leg li e structures  located 
from the posterior end of the bod  to the abdominal 
part  The bod  wall of a caterpillar is made of thin 
and fle ible cuticle  which allows unlimited freedom 
of bod  movement  ntersegmental folds  which have 
longitudinal muscles attached to it  separate the 
bod  segments

t the head  the thoracic stiff jointed legs can be 
found  The haemocoel  located at the centre of the 
bod  is a fluid filled cavit  in which the muscles  fat 
bod  gut and trachea are found  The bod  is made 
up of several segments  with spiracular openings on 
either side  Through the spiracles the gas e change 
can be regulated b  opening and closing them van 

riethuijsen  Trimmer   Therefor  the bod  
does not have a fi ed volume Trimmer  in   
The caterpillar does not rel  on the h drostatic 
pressure to control the bod  and limb movement  
but instead uses it as internal pressure to produce 
baseline turgor   doing so  the caterpillar remains 

igure 

The anatom  of larval anduca 

se ta fifth instar  

Trimmer and in 

relativel  soft  ocomotion is accomplished b  using 
an environmental s eleton  where compressive 
forces are transmitted on the substrate  The turgor 
can also be increased to bridge large  gaps  t is 
presumed that the caterpillar can not accuratel  
control their bod  due to their large  compressible 
air filled tracheal s stem rescott  epora   

erschure   

n each bod  segment there are about  
muscles  oriented longitudinall  and obli uel  all 
consisting of  fibres of  mm long oods  

usillo   Trimmer   The  muscles are either 
longitudinall  or obli uel  oriented  not circularl   
The small angle between the obli ue and longitudinal 
muscles is e pected to develop low fle ural stiffness 
and resistance to dorsoventral movement  while still 
assisting in eeping turgor oods et al   The 
main muscles can be divided in two la ers and are 
denoted in Table  and igure  and 
The central pathwa s controlling crawling are still 
un nown  natomical studies show that the muscles 
in each segment are controlled b  a local ganglia  

owever  to coordinate a crawl  intersegmental 
communication is necessar  ensorial feedbac  

igure 

uscle location and 

denomination

Trimmer and in 

igure 

iagram of the position and 

orientation of the muscles 

divided over the internal and 

e ternal la er
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is essential in the coordination of normal crawling 
ughes  Thomas   ong  nishi  an   an  

 The brain is most li el  the central comple  
which inhibits or e cites the initiation of a crawl  

 e citing isolated nervous cords  so called fictive 
crawling  can be observed  where an anterograde 
wave of nerve activit  is seen throughout the bod  
segments   resemblance is found between the 
se uence of activation of the fictive crawl and the 

 recordings of a crawling caterpillar  though the 
patterns are more unstable
t has also been argued that this phenomenon is 

a product of the dominant connections between 
neurones  onse uentl  the activation of isolated 
neural cords ma  not necessaril  reflect the actual 
mechanisms of crawling    

Thoracic legs
The thoracic legs can be divided into si  posits  the 
co a  trochanter  femur  tibia  tarsus and pretarsus as 
indicated in igure  illott  

or an adult  the bod  wall of each segment is 
covered with cuticle  which graduall  becomes 
tanned and forms the e ocuticle  n between 
segments this e ocuticle is missing  which eeps 
the membrane fle ible and often folded  n the case 
of intersegmental membranes there is complete 
separation of the harder parts sclerites  leading 
to unrestricted movement  These area s are also 
denoted joints  ovement in the thoracic legs is 
restricted b  dicond lic joints between the co a and 
trochanter  similar to a hinge  meaning there are two 
articulations for the legs  illott  

uring se uence the thoracic legs ma  ta e e tra 
or out of se uence steps to re grip the substrate 

ohnston  onsoulas  fl ger   evine  

Abdominal prolegs
 caterpillar will have from  to  pairs of abdominal 

prolegs  depending on the famil  it belongs to  rolegs 
consists of three segments  the planta  co a and 
subco a  illustrated in igure  van riethuijsen 

 Trimmer   Two rows of crochets  hoo li e 
structures  are located at the plant and can be drawn 
in b  the principle plants retractor muscle  

ccessor  plants retractor muscles  are 
located along the co a  oth muscles originate in 
the lateral bod  wall near the spiracle and attach 
to the plants and co a  roleg e tension is achieved 
b  muscle rela ation  where the default state is 
e tended with the crochets rotated towards the 
midline

uring stepping se uence it was found that the 
distance between the origin at the spiracle  and 
the proleg tip remains appro imatel  the same and 

uter a er nternal ternal ateral edial

orsal

entral

ateral

nner a er

orsal

entral

Table 

ategori ation of 

caterpillar muscles

igure 

round plan of the t pical leg of 

a modern insect illott  







muscles and transverse muscles are shortened  
the bod  segment shortens dorsall  causing the 
posterior end of the bod  segment is raised  The 
segment behind is then lifted from the substrate  n 
the second phase the prolegs and segment are lifted 
from the substrate b  contracting the dorsoventral 
muscles and leg retractor muscles  inall  with 
the contraction of the longitudinal muscles and 
rela ation of the dorsoventral and leg retractor 
muscles the segment is moves forward and down to 
the substrate again illott   

n interesting finding is that the prolegs do not 
shorten during the swing phase and instead are 
lifted b  the bod  that has curved upwards  as can be 
seen in igure  Trimmer  ssberner   The 
contraction of the leg retractor muscles releases the 
gripping hoo s on the prolegs  from the substrate  
allowing the proleg to be lifted up  t can be seen 
that the angle of the T  continuousl  changes during 
swing  while during stance it pivots significantl   

ontrastingl  the proleg located at a  remains close 
to vertical during step and stationar  during stance 
Trimmer  ssberner  

hen obstacles are found  the anterior bod  
segments communicate this towards the posterior  
The prolegs are then increased in si e or the bod  
segment is lifted faster so that the prolegs land on 
top of the obstacle van riethuijsen  Trimmer  

 The crawling pattern is also e hibited b  
climbing caterpillars  

Inching pattern
n inching or looping locomotion the T  is essentiall  

pulled forward towards the thoracic segment  hile 
the thoracic legs grip the substrate  the bod  forms 
a dorsal bod  loop  hence the locomotion is referred 

to as looping  The T  is then able to place itself right 
behind the thoracic legs  after which the thoracic 
legs are lifted and the bod  is e tended forward  This 
behaviour is also displa ed b  octuidae caterpillars 
van riethuijsen  Trimmer  

Escape Strategies
scape strategies are usuall  short term  as the  

are used onl  in dangerous situations  The mother
of pearl moth acoecimorpha pronubana  and the 
carnation tortri  Tortricidae  can reverse crawl and 
at a faster pace even reverse gallop rac enbur  

ome species also curl themselves into a wheel shape 
and are propelled of the substrate conse uentl  

rac enbur   
nother escape strateg  is deplo ing sil  life lines 

when dropping from a leaf  The sil  thread acts as 
a wa  for the caterpillar to climb up again  after the 
thread has passed  lthough one species has been 
found to use an anterograde wave to climb upwards  
most species onl  use the thoracic leg rac enbur  



ection   epresentative 
odel of aterpillar ocomotion

ased on the anal sis done on the anatom  nervous 
s stem and locomotion strategies a simplified model 
for caterpillar movement is proposed   general 
representation of the segments of the caterpillar 
bod  is depicted in igure 

The two most representative forms of locomotion 
for caterpillars are crawling and inching  illustrated 
in igure 

rawling motion can be simplified b  having multi 
segmental movement  i e   is lifted from the 
substrate and moves relative to the rest of the bod  

ovement of segments ma  overlap  

uring locomotion the environmental s eleton 
of the caterpillar is important to eep the bod  in 
tension  This is done b  appl ing frictional forces 
to the substrate  effectivel  aching both ends of 
the bod  to the surface   representation of the 
free bod  diagram of the environmental s eleton is 
illustrated in igure  uring stance  the prolegs 
also act as friction points  

igure 

epresentation of 

caterpillar anatom

igure 

implified model of 

crawling and inching



igure 

implified  of environmental 

s eleton  frictional forces blue  

and reaction forces on the bod  

purple

n ideation was done on the several t pes of 
movement that are discernible for the anterior  
abdominal and posterior bod  segments and can be 
found in ppendi   our different movements are 
identified  illustrated in igure  n the anterior
posterior parts  lifting of the bod  segments  
and orientation changing b  bending of the bod  
segment  or the abdominal parts  since these 
segments are attached on both sides the lifting of the 
prolegs can be simplified b  e tending and retracting 
these e tremities  ll bod  segments are e tended 
and contracted a iall

igure 

ocomotion simplified in  

fundamental movements

ifting etraction

Contractionending
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The history of SMA is discussed in Section 
3.1. The types of shape memory alloys are 
listed in Section 3.2. The SME is described 
in Section 3.3, together with other 
characteristics of SMAs. The applications 
of SMAs are discussed in Section 3.4. 
Design considerations for SMA actuators 
are given in Section 3.5.
The technical characterisation of SMA 
wire and springs are presented in Section 

3.6 and Section 3.7, respectively.

Shape Memory Materials

Chapter 3
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Section 3.1 History
hape emor  aterials s  are materials that 

e hibit smart behaviour of being able to return to a 
certain shape the  were trained  to adopt engisu 

 errara   s can be classified in metals  
pol mers  ceramics and composites
Though the application  in our da  to da  lives 
is not widespread nor apparent  the first material  a 
gold cadmium allo  was alread  discovered in  
b  rne lander  This discover  was followed b  
the development of other metal allo s capable of 
e hibiting the same behaviour  including u n  u

n  i Ti  e n i  u n l and u l i allo s also 
referred to as SMAs. Their behaviour to remember 
or retain their previous form called the hape 

emor  ffect   was described b  uehler and 
ang in  s nic el titanium  also referred to as 

itinol  was further developed and investigated  the 
engineering world graduall  started adopting s 
in a wide range of applications  as discussed in ection 

 ear  ani  ibson   ubic   The current 
fields of application are in soft robotics  automotive 
or aerospace actuators and medical tools

Section 3.2 Types of Shape 
emor  aterials

s can be classified in metals  pol mers  ceramics 
and composites  or each material group a small 
overview is given. The SMM composites based on 

s will be discussed in more detail in hapter 

Shape Memory Alloys
s are t picall  activated b  an increase in 

temperature, which shifts its phase from martensite 
to austenite  This activation is actuall  the  
which is further elaborated on in ection 3.3. The 
material can be heated b  air convection or joule 
heating.

i Ti allo s are most emplo ed in commercial 
applications due to their affordabilit  and reliabilit  
compared to iron  and coper  based s which 
are also low cost et unstable and impractical due 
to brittleness engisu  errara   ear  et al  

 
o i a and i n a allo s can be categori ed as 
igh Temperature hape emor  llo s T  

developed in response to the recent demand for high 
temperature applications  ts operating temperatures 
start at   with martensitic phases ranging in 

    and above   ear  
et al   

erro agnetic hape emor  llo s s
s  can be actuated using magnetic fields  

ompared to s the actuation fre uenc  is 
higher while the output power is the same  owever  

s are ver  stiff and brittle  n addition  the 
manufacturing and shaping of the material at present 
is still difficult and a better understanding of the 
material is necessar  for further development

i Ti can also be produced into thin films  widel  
applied in the micro electro mechanical s stems 

s  field  n this configuration the materials 
have a high actuation force and displacement while 
its activation can occur at a lower fre uenc  and 
efficienc  

Shape Memory Polymers
The stimuli that trigger shape change in hape 

emor  ol mers s  are t picall  heat and 
light  or indirectl  light  electricit  magnetism  

 p induced  has also been developed an 
et al   mportant s are amorphous pol
norbornene and shape memor  pol urethanes

s are capable of much larger strains   
compared to s  with a ma imum  recoverable 
strain of  ts manufacturing temperatures are 
lower and the shape programming is easier  The  
also have the potential of being less costl  than 

s  owever  s have lower application 
temperatures  lower strength and stiffness  The 
actuation force is also lower engisu  errara  

Shape Memory Ceramics
lthough ceramics are commonl  nown to be brittle  

in  e es orel et al  were able to demonstrate 
shape memor  in e tetragonal irconia pol  
cr stal T  though the recoverable strains were 
relativel  small  in the range of   mi ture of the 
super elastic and shape memor  r  and e  
and or  resulted in a material capable of  
transformation c cles and a recoverable strain of 
over  without microcrac ing  The scale of the 
samples are however ver  small  in the range of  m  



Shape Memory Composites
hape emor  omposites s  are comprised 

of two or more materials  with the aim of adding 
reinforcement or additional properties to the 
host material  The usual composition is la ered or 
composed of a host material combined with particles  
fibres or whis ers of another material  The most 
commonl  studied t pe of s is  composites 
which are t picall  reinforced with high modulus 
materials to improve stiffness  nother t pe of 
composites capable of  are hape emor  

brids s  which are made from two materials 
that individuall  do not posses the  engisu  

errara  

Section 3.3 Shape Memory Effect
s have the abilit  to return to their original shape 

after a considerable amount deformation  activated 
b  appl ing an e ternal stimulus  This characteristic 
is nown as  

s can have two phases and cr stal structures  
martensite and austenite  ecause the  is 
stable at low temperatures in martensite phase 
and at high temperatures at austenite phase the 

 will go through a phase transformation when 
it is heated  This transformation starts at austenite
start temperatue  

S
 and finishes at autenite finish

temperature, A
F
. When the temperature of the SMA 

is higher than A
S
 the material contracts bac  to its 

original shape  e ond 
S
, there is M

d
, the 

temperature at which the martensite can 
no longer be stress induced

 cooling the  down the material 
will revert bac  to the martensite phase 
starting at martensite start temperature  

M
S

 and finishing at martensite finish temperature  
M

F
. 

Four shape memory characteristics can be found for 

Hysteresis
steresis is defined as a value between the 

temperatures at which the material is  
transfomed to martensite upon cooling and austenite 
upon heating  t measures the difference in transition 
temperatures  b  

F
  

s
 This value is especiall  

important to consider for targeted application  
for fast actuation in for instance robotics a small 
h steresis is most suitable  whereas  applications 
where the predefined shape should be retained for 
a large temperature range the h steresis should be 

Md

large

One-way shape memory effect (OWSME)
 one wa    can be deformed and 

remains deformed after removal of the e ternal 
force. Upon heating, the SMA can recover to its 
original shape

Two-way shape memory effect (TWSME)
 two wa   T  behaves the same wa  as 

a  as in it can show the  n addition  
to this a T  can remember a shape at low and 
high temperature.

Pseudoelasticity (PE) / Superelasticity (SE)
hen the  is loaded at a temperature between 

A
F
 and M

d
 the  can revert bac  to its original 

shape without an  thermal activation

Figure  3.1

Three axis graphs of the temperature strain and stress 

depicting the cr stal structures of  and 

The shape memory effect (SME) 
is the ability of a material to 
change to a predetermined form 
upon a change of temperature, 

stress	or	ma netic	field.
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ection  pplication of hape 
emor  llo s

ne of the first applications of  in consumer 
products was in e eglass frames  where it showcased 
its  properties as a material with memor  in 
the bendable e eglasses  in  ue to the low 
reliabilit  poor durabilit  and high costs of the 
material further applications in consumer products 
were not found until  when it was applied in 
bras and in  in mobile phone antenna s

or its e cellent bio compatibilit  fle ibilit  and 
large elastic deformation  the medical industr  soon 
grew interested in the possible applications  s 
are now used for instance in catheter guide wires 
and stent implants ear  et al   

pportunities for the application of  in the 
automotive industries have been growing due 
to the increased customer demand for safer and 
more comfortable vehicles  Though the research 
in applications have been going on for far longer  as 

eneral otors stated the  started their wor  on 
 since the mid s  ercede en  alread  

implemented a  control valve based on thermal 
response in 
n the erospace sector   has been used in 

several different applications  from le s s shape 
morphing wings to   wheels b  

ince the s  s have been applied in several 
robot designs in micro actuators and sensor  
systems  pplications of  robots are nowada s 
more biologicall  inspired since man  robotics 
researches are more interested in developing 
humanoid and biomimetic robots  nterests have 
also shifted from conventionall  stiff jointed robots 
to soft bodied robots with multi functional material 
architectures o le et al  

Figure 3.2

 applied in different fields

a   elf tendable tent

b   ctuated hape hanging ircraft wing Terriault  iens  

 railovs i  

c   endable eglasses

d   actuated robotic arm odrigue  ei  handari   hn    

e  soft robotic caterpillar in  eis   Trimmer  

a

b

d e

c
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SMA Heating
The SMA wire is activated by temperature change. 
To heat up a single wire  multiple methods can be 
used. 

 convection  the wire is heated b  the fluid or gas 
surrounding it  which could be b  using a water bath 
or b  blowing hot air out of a heat gun on the wire  n 
general  these methods heat the entire environment 
and cannot target their heat to a single wire  
Another method is by conduction. Where heating 
elements are positioned in direct connection to the 
wire  The heat then travels through the materials 
itself  

inall  the lattice structure of the  allows 
current to pass through it  ue to the resistance of 
the material  the electrical energ  is converted to 
heat  this is called oule heating  sing this method  
multiple wires can be activated individuall  n 
addition   the method of using electrical input also 
allows for eas  integration into a control s stem  

 using a larger current on a wire  the heating rate 
of the  wire can be increased  owever  appl ing 
a current higher than the safe value over a certain 
amount of time also involves the ris  of overheating 
and damaging the SMA Teh  eatherstone   

The ma imum current and voltage can be calculated 
in the following wa  ellogg s esearch abs  

The energ  re uired to heat up the material and to 
bring about the phase transition is determined by 
the following relation  

here c is the specific heat  m the mass of the wire 
and  the specific latent heat  The temperature 
difference is based on the ambient and transition 
temperature.

etermine the amount of power based on the 
activation time  t  The resistance can be calculated 
with the resistivit  length and cross sectional area 
of the wire.

 

inall  the current can be determined based on the 
following e uation

hile performing initial tests on the  wires  a 
tabletop electrical bo  was used  The desired values 
for current and voltage were manuall  set  The  
wire was gripped between two alligator claws  The 
drawbac s of using this s stem are the inabilit  
of controlling two  wires separatel  and the 
bul iness of the heating element and the electrical 

Reset
fter activation  the  will not return to its 

original position on its own when the shape recover  
is not  To ensure the actuator can be activated 
again  the  must be moved bac   bias force can 
be used near the recommended deformation force of 
the  This bias will provide just enough force to 
return the wire to its initial position  nother method 
is the use of antagonistic SMA components, where 
two components are wor ing against each other to 
create two wa  motion control

cables
hen appl ing power to the wire the amount of time 

the current is supplied to the wire is crucial  as well 
as the reached temperature of the wire  verheating 
of the wires occurs at around   a strong odor 
can be detected and in some instances the SMA wire 
can glow red  
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igure 

inear part of tensile 

stress strain curve with 

trend line to determine 

austenite 

oung s modulus

igure 

econd linear part of 

tensile stress strain 

curve with trend line to 

determine martensite 

oung s modulus

Figure 3.4

Tensile stress strain 

curve of three 1mm 

diameter  samples





Figure 3.8

Tensile stress strain curve 

of c clic test with  

intervals

igure 

Tensile stress strain curve 

of c clic test with  

intervals

The ma imum stress for which full strain recover  is 
possible is  a  with the recommended stress 
is of the order  a  ilbertson   This 
is in line with the results from the graph where it 
can be seen that the loading plateau starts to from 
around  a  at which the amount of force 
re uired levels off substantiall  imiting the stress 
on the  to  a ensures that the wire can 
be used for multiple c cles  The amount of c cles is 
dependent on the strain that is put on the wire. Most 
wires can onl  perform for a few c cles at ma imum 
deformation.

To verif  this a multiple c cle test was performed on  
SMA wire with a diameter of  mm   strain interval  
was set to the c clic test of   and  for the 
duration of  c cles  The resulting graphs can be 
found in Figure  3.10  and  respectivel  The 
same linear elastic region and loading plateau can 
be distinguished as in the tensile test  owever  this 
time the sample was not loaded until failure  pon 
unloading the itinol contracted until it reached the 
second  lower plateau and at the end behaves li e a 
linear  elastic material again  n the following c cles  
this response is repeated again. 

t can be seen that the after  loading the wire 
follows a different path  where it goes out of the 
plateau region and does not go bac  to  strain 
anymore. An offset percentage of strain is around 

 fter  c cles the offset strain is  
t can be e pected with more c cles this offset 

deformation will continue to grow  ventuall  this 
will accumulate and ma  influence the effectiveness 
of the actuator.









ection  Technical 
haracteri ation of  springs

The wire can be trained to be in the shape of a 
spring so that the wire can have more deformation, 
however this is compromised b  the wire being able 
to e ert less force

Production
The wires are trained to ta e the shape of a spring 
b  winding it over a bolt  The end of the wire are 
secured using a two nuts, depicted in Figure .
The wires were then cured at   for  minutes

The force and stro e that the  spring can e ert 
upon deformation are dependent on the following 
relations ollador  ianchetti  rienti   aschi  

 The shear modulus can be calculated as 
follows  with martensite oung s modulus ta en as 

 a and a possions ratio of  

The spring rate  is derived from this as

The maximum force the SMA spring can exert is 
dependent on the ma imum shear stress  ta en as 

 a recommended b  ollador et al    for 
design purposes and the mean spring diameter   
and wire diameter  d

The ma imum spring deflection can be calculated 
from  

igure 

lamped wires between 

two nuts.

Figure 3.17

Trained wire removed 

from bolt after being cured 

inside the oven for 30 

minutes at  

igure 

ethod of holding the 

bolt  while looping the wire 

around it.
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SMas have been applied in many composite 
confi urations	 o 	 di erent	 materials 	
t pes	 o 	 SM s	 and	 connection	met ods.	
n	 overvie 	 o 	 t ese	 composites	 as	
een	made	in	Section	 .1.
e	 insi ts	 rom	 t e	 SM 	 composite	

enc mar 	are	presented	in	Section	 .2.
o	 material	 directions	 or	 t e	

development	 o 	 t e	 SM 	 composite	 are	
proposed	in	Section	 . .

SMA Composites

Chapter 4
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Figure  4.3

 printed te tile 

(Tessa Petrusa, 2017).

ection  aterial election
Two fle ible and stretchable materials are chosen 
as separate structures for the  wire  speciall  
the stretchable nature of materials has not et been 
investigated in combination with s  t elicits the 

uestion  wh  has this not been done   hat might 
be the undesirable effects of stretchable materials  

re these effect controllable  nd how can the  
instead contribute to a meaningful e perience  

4D printed Fabric
nother interesting material that has not been 

applied to  composites is d printed te tile  n 
essence  the te tile is stretched before a thin shape 
is printed on its surface. After the tension is removed 
from the fabric  the material will jump into a shape 
due to the restriction to return to a normal position 
for the parts where the filament is attached  The 
resulting shape can be seen in igure 4.3.
The deformation can be appro imated b  using 

irchhoff ove assumptions van anen  anba  
& Zadpoor, 2018). The effect of time on the 
printed structure, adds the fourth dimension to 3D 
printing. How the stretching of the fabric and the 
printed shape influences the final form should be 
investigated. Based on the current research it seems 
that the shape of the material remains the same 
unless an e ternal input is added  such as stretching 
the material in a single direction or crumpling it up 
again  t has not been documented how the material 
would respond and if this is controllable or not  The 
movements that can be facilitated b  the shapes 
have man  degrees of freedom  due to the fle ible 
nature of the fabric and filament  however this also 
depends on the thic ness of the print  
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Section	 5.1	 e plains	 t e	 definition	 o 	 a	
computational	 composite.	 e	 role	 o 	
SMA in a computational composite is 
discussed in Section 5.2. Finally, the types 
o 	user	interaction	t at	can	 e	envisioned	
with a computational composites are 
descri ed	in	Section	5. .

Computational Composites

Chapter 5





ection  ser nteraction
omputational composites are bringing about a 

new movement from material development and 
interaction design  n this vision  smart materials are 
used to respond to inputs from the environment and 
use a computational step to determine the resulting 
output. 

The user can interact with the entire computational 
composite s stem  which is defined as the 
environment  the composite and the additional 
elements  Three approaches to interaction  adapted 
from asmussen et al   can be defined as  
none  indirect and direct  as illustrated in igure    

No user interaction
nputs are not related to the user interaction and 

ma  be influenced b  the environment of the 

igure  

prout  

oelho  aes  

material which can be detected using sensors   
are alread  influenced b  the temperature of the 
environment which relates to the  activation of the 
shape memor  effect  owever  other inputs can be 
used to influence the output  such as sound and light

Indirect user interaction
ndirect user interaction is based on implicit 

interaction  as described b  asmussen et al   
when users ma  not reali e their actions are being 
used as input  everal shape changing installations 
e emplif  this approach  The inwheels installation  
illustrated in igure  monitors human behavior 
and responds to specific actions  sending an email or 
using the elevator shii  en   rei   ound 
input from the surroundings is used for a Murmur, 
a sonic sculpture darows i  amanci   a ale  

 This  demonstrates the several realms the 
user can influence  data streams  the environment 

and connected elements
ther online data can be ta en as an input  such as 

number of tweets using a single hashtag  imilarl  
connected elements ma  be buttons  switches and 
even elevators

Direct user interaction
The user interacts intentionall  with the s stem 
through directed manipulation  such as creating a 
specific sound  manipulating light and direct touch  
The shape of the material ma  even be deformed as 
part of the input of the user  n this wa  shape change 
is ta en as input and as output and can be applied in 
different wa s asmussen et al   

ne approach to use shape change as an input is 
action and reaction, where the shape change input 
has an specific output related to it or where the input 
shape change is recorded and pla ed bac  as an 
output of the material  

igure 

llustration of elements of input 

in none indirect and direct user 

interaction.
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The list of requirements, derived from 
the project brief and literature review are 
stated in this chapter.

List of Requirements 

Chapter 6
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The following list of re uirements was established 
based on the project brief and the literature review

t was established in the project brief that forward 
locomotion should be driven b   in a segmented 
and controllable manner  The locomotion should 
be inspired b  the caterpillar  n hapter  this 
movement was simplified and categori ed as  
bending  lifting contracting e pansion of the bod  
and retraction within the bod

Needs
• The material structure should be 

activated using 
• The material structure should be 

segmented modular
• The actuation should be controllable
• The actuation should be reset after 

activation
• The material structure and 

movement should be caterpillar li e
• The material structure should move 

forward

Wishes
• The comple it  of the material 

structure should be as low as 
possible

• The c cle time of the actuation 
should be as low as possible

• The material and movement should 
be inspirational

• The material and movement should 
be meaningful
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First an overview of past projects on 4D 
printed structures is given in Section 7.1. 
The experimentation with 4D printing 
is explained in Section 7.2.  Finally,  
the resulting structures and its most 
influential	 parameters	 are	 defined	 in	
Section 7.3.

4D Printed Textile

Chapter 7
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First an overview of the material 
properties is given in Section 8.1. The 
production  steps are discussed in 
Section 8.2.  Finally,  the insights from the 
resulting structures are given in Section 
8.3.

Silicone

Chapter 8
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Section 8.1 Material Overview
As discussed in Chapter FIXME, silicone and in 
particular Dragonskin FX-Pro has been used in 
several SMA based composite projects. The material 
characteristics were supplied by the material 
producer Smooth-on, and have been further 
investigated by Atieh (2012) (Smooth-On, 2019).
(Atieh, 2012; Smooth-On, 2019). A summary of 
relevant material characteristics can be found in 
Table 8.1.
An important material characteristic for safety is the 
flammabilit  when the silicone will be in contact with 
the SMA wire. For full austenite phase, the SMA wire 
must reach 70 degrees, but may be overheated. The 
flammabilit  of the silicone starts at   degrees  t 
should also be noted that the silicone will most likely 
only be heated in the small contact area with the 
wire. 

Table 8.1 

Material Properties of Silicone Dragon Skin FX-Pro 

(Atieh, 2012; Smooth-On, 2019).

Figure  8.1

a) The necessary equipment 

to produce dragon skin 

material samples 

b) 3D printed mold with texture 

on the bottom surface

Figure  8.2

a) Molds are put into the 

vacuum machine to draw out 

the air bubbles

b) the effect of the vacuum 

machine on a thick sample: 

bubbly texture due to air 

bubbles that escaped the 

bottom of the  sample and left 

a mark

Young’s 
Modulus 

[MPa]

Tensile 
Strength 

[MPa]

Maximum 
strain

[-]

Flammability 
Start 

Temperature 
[C]

0.56 1.99 763% 93

Section 8.2 Production and 
Experimentation
The equipment used to cast the silicone is depicted 
in Figure 8.1a. A 3D printed mold is used to cast 
samples of silicone of Dragon Skin FX-Pro, depicted 
in Figure 8.1b. To change the texture of the silicone 
3d printed plates with a with different surface 
pattern can be placed at the bottom of the mold. 

Steps
1. Preparing mold by placing the extraction tab 

inside and spraying release agent 
2. Mixing equal parts of component A & B
3. Pouring mixture into the mold (Pot Life 12 

minutes) (Figure 8.1b)
4. Curing silicone for 40 minutes at room 

temperature (inside a vacuum machine to 
extract air bubbles)

5. Using the extraction tab to pull the silicone out 
of the mold.

a)

a)

b)

b)
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The connection methods between the 
material structures and the SMA types 
are	 first	 cate ori ed	 in	 Section	 .1.	 or	
each material structure the connection 
method  is then described and evaluated 
in	Section	 .2	and	 . 	respectivel .	

SMA + Material Connection

Chapter 9
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Considering the changing structures of 
the materials, its performative qualities 
are important when developing a 
computational composite that moves. 
For each material sample a wide range 
of movements can be imagined, but 
within the scope of this project what is 
most important is if this expresses the 
movement of a caterpillar. For this reason 
an in depth study is performed on the user 

interaction with the different samples, to 
uncover what caterpillar like movement 
can be performed with the material. The 
goal and method are discussed in Section 
10.1 and 10.2, respectively. The results 
are described in Section 10.3. 

User Test: Caterpillar Inspired Movement

Chapter 10
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Section 10.3 Results
When the participants were asked to imagine 
caterpillar-like movements with the material samples 
in front of them  most participants would first grab a 
sample b  two sides and tr  to move it in a crawling or 
inching wa  fterwards the  would move the sample 
in other wa s  e ploring the degrees of freedom the 
material had and the possible new wa s of moving 
the material. 
The recorded expressions of associations and 
thoughts were collected for each material sample 
and can be found in ppendi   ll observed 
actions were also recorded, to see how often a single 
movement is associated with a material sample. 

Polyester Viscose
articipants found the relation between a caterpillar 

for this material mainl  through the color of the 

material  green  The material does not have a ver  
accentuated curvature due to the t pe of te tile  for 
this reason one participant thought it was more soft 
and endearing and wanted to s uee e and caress the 
material.  
The main movement the participants performed with 
the samples was putting two edges of the material on 
the paper and using both hands to move the sample 
in an inching wa

Polyester Lycra
Participants found this material more delicate in 
comparison with the cra since the material is 
thinner than cra and the samples were less curved
Two interesting movements performed with this 
material were inching and bending related   
pushing the top of the sample shown in Figure 
10.3a, the material was deformed and released, in 
this process the samples moved forward  econdl  

the downward facing edges of the square sample 
depicted in igure b were first folded together 
and then its other ends were bend together  This 
created a new tubular shape
The bi stable samples  such as the one depicted in 
Figure 10.5 sparked wonder and were exciting to 
interact with according to all participants.

Lycra
The material was regarded as more active and alive 
b  all participants  The te tile gave the samples more 
character because the shapes were more curved and 
reactive. The thickness of the material also made one 
participant feel more secure to touch and pla  with 
the samples. 

ue to the structural similarit  between the three 
4D printed samples, the same movements were 
performed b  the participants  

Figure 10.3

a) Rectangular 0.5mm 

ol ester cra sample 

b  uare mm 

ol ester cra sample

c) Star 0.5mm 

ol ester cra sample

a) b c)
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Dragon Skin
Compared to the 4D printed structures, one 
participant thought this material looked passive, and 
did not have a clue to how it was supposed to move.
The feeling of silicone did remind two participants 
of an organic material, such as skin. The response 
to the texture samples were that it was overall not 
reminiscent of a caterpillar and boring since it was 
the same over the entire sample, such as the regular 
texture seen in Figure 10.4a. One participant did 
state that with their e es closed the random semi
spherical pattern  depicted in igure b felt li e 
what the  imagined a caterpillar s in would feel li e  
The air bubble te ture  due to the vacuum machine 
was also regarded as organic.
To find a caterpillar li e movement the participants 
were again as ed to freel  e plore the material  The 
material was also rolled up, stretched and catapulted. 
The thicker samples were regarded as caterpillar 
li e but harder to deform  ore e ploration of 

movements was possible with the thinner samples  
compared to the thicker ones.

Caterpillar-like
Bio-inspired shapes were seen as organic and curved. 
One participant mentioned that regular straight lines 
can not be associated with animals  

ne set of visual ueues that resemble the caterpillar 
are a rectangular bod  shape long and narrow  and 
an omega shaped bac  while the material bends  One 
participant thought that 2 or 3 segments attached 
together would look even more like a caterpillar.

nother representation of a caterpillar was described 
as a shape with two low points that are touching the 
ground and a lifted bell  uring movement the top 
part of the material is not important to resemble 
a caterpillar  but the bell  has to compress  ll 
participants defined a caterpillar li e movement as a 
material that is moved together in an inching manner. 

Figure 10.4

a  thin sample with uns mmetrical 

overlapping drop pattern on one 

side 

b  thic  sample with random semi

sphere pattern on one side and air 

bubble te ture on the other side

a) b
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Section 10.3 Conclusion & 
Discussion

rom the different movements demonstrated b  the 
participants, 4 movements were chosen to continue 
developing  or both material t pes   printed te -
tile and Dragon Skin, 2 movements were selected. 
The samples and their movements are depicted in 
Figure 10.8.

The sample is folded over to create a 
tubular shape  The free ends are moved 
together to represent an inching movement.

The sample is pushed from the top causing it 
to e pand  s the force is reduced the ends 
contract together and the bac  is arched 
again, representing an inching movement.

“When I fold over the material, a new shape is 
revealed, which prompts me to deform it again.”

- Participant 3

Scan the QR 
code to  see the 
movements in 

a video

Figure 10.5

Selected movements for 

development into shape memor  

allo  composites
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The sample is stretched on both sides and released at 
the bac  This movement is re imagines the  e pansion 
and contraction of the bod  of a caterpillar as it moves  

The sample is pinched on one side and pushed 
forward  The movement is continued b  the 
material in a rolling fashion over the free material. 
This movement can be seen as the continuation 
of a wave seen in a caterpillar while crawling.

“I like how the initial movement 
is translated by the material”
- Participant 3
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SMA composites are developed to 
demonstrate the caterpillar-like 
movements found from the user test are 
can be realized in a moving material.
In the next development phase, 
translational movement will be further 
developed. In Section 11.1,  starting from 
the caterpillar-like movements that were 
demonstrated by the participants of 
the user study, free  body diagrams are 

developed to determine the location and 
magnitude of the force required from the 
SMA elements. 
The development of the moving  material 
composites is documented in Section 11.2 
and	11. 	 respectivel .	 e	final	material	
samples and movements are listed in 
Section 11.4.  The selection method 
for choosing one of these material 
samples for further development into a 

computational composite is described in 
Section 11.5.

Moving SMA Composites

Chapter 11

































ection  ovement of 
aterial

n overview of the material composites that best 
conve  the intended movement are listed here  

 scanning the  code  the movement can be 
reviewed in detail  The activation time and cooling 
time are described for each material

ame  rawl
cle time  ctivation sec   ooling   sec

ame  pringle
cle time  ctivation  sec   ooling  sec  



ame  evit
cle time  ctivation  sec   ooling  sec

ame  luggo
cle time  ctivation  sec   ooling  sec  
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ection  election
To select one of the  based composites to 
continue with the weighted objectives methods is 
used  This method t picall  used when concepts 
are evaluated and a decision should be made on 
which concept should be developed into a detailed 
design i i   This is an evaluation method 
for comparing design concepts based on an overall 
value per design concept  ompared to the arris 
profile or atum method  this gives a clear score for 
each concept on which a comparison on the value 
can be made  The criteria on which the assessment 
is based can have different levels of importance  To 
ta e this into consideration  weights are assigned to 
the different criteria

To assess the developed material structures  the 
needs and wishes from the list of re uirements from 

hapter  were used  ll material structures were 
driven b   and are controllable using the power 
circuit  for this reason these points were not ta en 
as criteria  t this stage of the project  the forward 
moving re uirement has also been ept out of the 
assessment  and will be further developed in the ne t 
stage  
The three needs  to have a resetable  modular and 
caterpillar inspired moving material were e uall  
important and therefor given a weight of  out of  
The wishes being slightl  less important were given a 
weight of   out of  with the e ception of meaningful

Crawly
The material structure of rawl  ma es it return to 
its original shape as the  springs cool down  This 
ensures the material can be actuated again  t was 
observed that sometimes the material would have 
the springs stuc  in between the fabric  leaving the 

material slightl  more compressed  The overall shape 
and actuation is modular and caterpillar li e  and so 
scores  out of  The material features two separate 
springs ma ing the composition more comple  

ut of all c cle times  rawl  has the second fastest 
actuation and cooling time ma ing the c cle time 

 out of  inall  the movement is deemed as 
inspirational based on the idea that it ma es the 
spectator feel something and meaningful because of 
the different applications that can be imagined with 
this t pe of movement

Springle
ust li e rawl  the material structure of pringle 

is modular and resets the material to its original 
shape as the  cools down  although with 
decreasing effectiveness over time  hence the  out 
of   The overall shape is deemed less caterpillar
li e compared to rawl  The material features two 
separate springs ma ing the composition more 
comple  The c cle time of pringle is the fastest 
out of all material concepts  hile the movement 
is deemed inspirational  the meaningfulness of this 
material movement is deemed low

Levity
fter actuation the material remains in the same 

position as right after actuation  meaning the material 
is not reset completel  lthough the material is 
modular  the shape does not resemble a caterpillar in 
comparison to the other material concepts  for this 
reason a  out of  is given  
The  component inside the material is made 
up of one long wires  trained into a ig ag pattern  
Thought the assembl  of  with material is 
comple  ma ing the comple it  on average a  out of 

 ased on the ran ing in c cle time  evit  scores a  

out of  inall  the movement of the material found 
inspirational  especiall  considering the material 
upside down  This wa  the silicone surface seems to 
stretch itself and push itself upwards  e t to this 
the t pes of interactions that can be envisioned with 
this material movement are deemed as meaningful

Sluggo
The material is uite unstable  sometimes falling 
down and other times the material does not 
completel  respond to the actuation of the  and 
remains in an arched position This positions it will not 
be reset able for further actuation  e t to this  the 
shape of the material is not s mmetric and therefor 
not modular  nor does it resemble the shape of a 
caterpillar  owever  the comple it  is ver  low since 
it is onl  actuated b  one spring  The c cle time of the 
actuation of the material is the lowest out of all  and 
in addition is not as inspirational and meaningful in 
comparison to the other materials.

Conclusion
The resulting values per material structure based 
on the o  needs can be found in Table  rawl  
and pringl  score ver  close to each other  or this 
reason another table  which includes the wishes of 
the o  has been established  depicted in Table  
n both tables  rawl  has the highest score  or this 

reason it was decided to continue with this material 
structure in the development of the computational 
composite.
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Table 11.1

eighted criteria method

on the needs from the list of 

re uirements

Table 11.2

eighted criteria method

on the needs and wishes from 

the list of re uirements

Resetable Modular Caterpillar-
like

Low 
complexity

Cycle time Inspirational Meaningful

4 4 4 3 3 3 2

C r aw l y 4 5 5 2 4 5 4 56

S p r i n g l e 4 5 4 2 5 5 3 52

L e v i t y 3 5 2 3 3 4 4 40

S l u g g o 3 1 3 5 2 3 3 28

Resetable Modular Caterpillar-
like

Low 
complexity

Cycle time Inspirational Meaningful

4 4 4 3 3 3 2

C r aw l y 4 5 5 2 4 5 4 97

S p r i n g l e 4 5 4 2 5 5 3 94

L e v i t y 3 5 2 3 3 4 4 78

S l u g g o 3 1 3 5 2 3 3 64
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Computational Composite Overview

Chapter 12

An overview is given of the elements 
to a computational composite. The 
inputs to the computational composite 
and	 t e	 resultin 	 output	 are	 defined	 in	
Section 12.1 and 12.2, respectively. The 
analysis of these inputs and the  required  
computation and control system are 
explained in Section 12.3. 
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Conceptualization

Chapter 13

To create a material experience vision 
t e	 e periential	 c aracteristics	 are	 first	
investigated in Section 13.1. Together 
with the technical characteristics the 
material experience vision is formulated 
in Section 13.2. A creative session was 
organized to get inspiration on new areas 
of application which are presented in 
Section 13.3, followed by the ideation 
phase in  Section 13.4 Finally, three 

concepts were further developed in 
Section 13.5. Final recommendations for 
the development of these concepts and 
the computational composite in general 
are described in Section 13.6.
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Section 13.2 Material Experience 
Vision
Looking at the results from the material 
characterization, what are the technical/experiential 
qualities that should be emphasized in the design of 
a computational composite?

Solely focusing on the material, the emotion it elicits 
are curiosity, amusement, fascination and comfort. 
At the same time, the material was described as 
futuristic, calm, cozy and strange. Depending on 
the context, these characteristics can be applied 
in different ways. For instance, when designing an 
interface with the material, the futuristic yet strange 
characteristics may be elevated in the design to 
evoke a combination of curiosity and confusion. 
Coupling these emotions may lead to a meaningful 
experience of the material. 
At the same time, the feeling of comfort can be 
enhanced by accentuating the calm and cozy sides 
of the material. These characteristics may be more 
suitable in close and long-lasting relationships 
between the user and material, where trust and 
affection should be developed.

Taking into consideration the movement and the 
moving material, the most important insight was 
the hesitation participants exhibited to further 
manipulating the material as it was moving. 
Therefore, a suitable application would not make the 
user do anything to the material as it is activated and 
to experience it passively. Furthermore, the moving 
material was overwhelmingly described as calm 
and related to the tides of the sea. Next to this, the 
material creates a warm and pressured feeling when 
it is placed around the skin. The moving material 
made people feel surprised and amused.

From the experiential study it was found that the 
material elicits many contradictions. The material 
is cozy yet strange and people may feel curious and 
confused at the same time. 

Combining these characteristics the following 
material experience vision was developed: 

“The material will express calmness and comfort 
in people’s life allowing them to acquaint 
themselves with the unknown and strange 

through passive interaction”

The material serves as a first encounter to the new 
age of computational composites. Employing it in 
a daily object will reduce the barrier for people to 
approach the material. In addition, it lets people 
reflect on the wa  computational composites have 
replaced the traditional material and invites them 
to re-imagine other aspects of their lives with 
computational composites. As a moving material, 
surprising and amusing applications can be found 
that allow the user to open up to the material. 

The ultimate purpose would be for the material 
to sensitize people to the idea of a world where 
materials move from passive objects to active 
elements in our daily lives. 
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Section 13.3 Creative Session
The composite that was created features a range of 
pleasant, disturbing and unique qualities. By doing 
the experiential characterization, these qualities 
were uncovered and the emotions and meanings 
that the material elicits were mapped. A material 
vision was derived from these insights. Next to this, 
the movement was designed to be translational, but 
given another context it can also be seen as gripping 
or pinching   creative session was organi ed to find 
other ways of using the material and new areas of 
application for the material.

Goal 
The composite that was designed during the project 
has unique qualities which were found using the 
experiential characteriation map of the Ma2E4 
toolkit. Based on 6 participants, qualitative insights 
were gained on the meanings, emotions and sensorial 
qualities the material has. These qualities were 
ta en as the basis of finding a suitable application  
The creative session is used to gain inspiration and 
explore various opportunities for an product or 
application.

Setting
Four participants, who also already gained 
experience with the material through the experiential 
characterization map, were asked to join the creative 
session. The background of these participants is in 
industrial design.

Set-up
Using the Creative Problem Solving Process (CPS) by 
Buijs and Tassoul (2005), the session will go throught 
3 phases: problem statement, idea generation, and 
concept development. Due to time constraints, the 

concept development is excluded from this creative 
session.

Introduction & Ice-breaker (20 min)
To start off, the problem statement was introduced: 
‘What product or applications can be made from this 
material that can change shape?’
An introduction of the material was given by means 
of a demonstration. The participants were free to 
touch and interact with the activated material. Based 
on the results of the experiential characterization, 
the descriptions that were found were presented.

Idea generation (30 min)
To clear the mind of associations, the participants 
were as ed to create a flower association for the 
words: calm, strange and futuristic.
A brainstorm was done on the verbs associated with 
movement. Up to know, the movement is seen as 
forward translation. Can this be re-imagined?
From these verbs, three were used to reformulate 
the initial problem statement to: ‘What product or 
applications can be made from this material that 
communicates/swims/grows?’
The whole group then brainstormed using these 
three questions.

Clustering (25 min)
Finally, the ideas were clustered together. The 
resulting groups were: environmental, symbiosis, 
consumer, health, practical, exploration and 
extending human capacity.

Closure (5 min)
Each participant was asked to shortly comment on 
the session and for any recommendations.
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Section 13.1 Further 
Development
The composite that was developed up to this point is 
capable of changing shape and returning to its original 
shape because of the balance that was achieved 
between the SMA actuators and the exterior 4D 
printed material   thorough stud  of the influence 
of the several components in the working prototype 
lead to the improvement of the translational motion 
the material is capable of. 
Finally, the experiential characteristics of the 
material were investigated and a material experience 
vision was derived, which served as a guide during 
the ideation and conceptualization phase for the 
computational composite. In the end three concepts 
for a computational composite were developed for 
different user interaction scenarios to highlight the 
types of user experiences possible. 
On the basis of the research done, it is proposed 
to further develop these concepts into working 
prototypes to demonstrate the changes made to our 
daily objects using computational composites. The 
experience of the user can then truly be mapped and 
it can be validated if the material experience vision 
was successfully applied.
More functionalities may be added to the current 
concepts,  for instance Adora might also be activated 
through a smart phone App. It is important that 
the aim of these concepts is kept in mind:  to 
demonstrate the role of the user in the output of the 
computational composite. Adding multiple layers of 
interaction makes this understanding more complex 
but on the other hand also expresses the multi-level 
capabilities of computational composites and that it 
does not have to be dependent on just one input. 

Next to this, the translational movement the material 
is capable of may be further developed. A possible 
research direction would be the use of two or more 
segments of Crawly. Furthermore, the application 
of the translational movement to a suitable field be 
further investigated. 

The manufacturing of the computational composite 
may also be improved upon. For example, at this 
point the assembly of the composite with the holding 
components and the SMA wires is done manually. A 
possible solution would be looking into 3D printing 
the wire holder component  and the shape pattern 
on the stretched fabric in one time, reducing the 
need to sew it in at a later stage. 
In addition, the 4D printed shape may be changed 
based on the several shapes experimented with in 
Appendix C and even beyond them. Different shapes 
and ways of actuation can be imagined with the 
composition of SMA and 4D printed textile as a basis.

The ultimate purpose for the material would be to 
sensitize people to the idea of a world where materials 
move from passive objects to active elements in 
our daily lives.  Next to letting people experience 
the material in daily object, this vision can also be 
realized by a larger installation, such as an interface 
made of the computational composite. The materials 
futuristic yet strange characteristics may be elevated 
in such a design to evoke a combination of curiosity 
and confusion. Coupling these emotions would lead 
to inspirational and meaningful experiences of the 
material, which hopefully leads to acceptance.
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Discussion & Recommendations

Chapter 14

n	 overal	 reflection	 on	 t e	 project	
outcomes	 and	 t e	 com ination	 o 	 t e	
M 	 and	 ioinspired	 approac 	 is	 iven	
in	 Section1 .1.	 	 personal	 reflection	 is	
iven	in	Section	1 .2.
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ection  roject valuation  
eflection

t the start of the project the following aim was 
defined  to design and protot pe a soft bodied 
mechanism driven b  a novel computational 
composite  t was e pected that with the 
development of the computational composite an 
identit  and meaning can be given to the material b  
adopting a aterial riven esign  approach  
This project embar ed on combining  with 
a bio inspired design approach and appl ing it to 
the development of a shape changing material  
illustrated in igure  

Project process 
oo ing bac  on the project  the previousl  planned 

steps of development were not followed in this 
se uence  uring the literature review on both 
the caterpillar anatom  and locomotion and a 
benchmar  of based composites a fit between 
both researches was not immediatel  apparent  

inall  the lin  between a moving mechanism made 
from a material and caterpillar inspired movement 
was found in developing computational composites  
The project  being more technologicall  driven due 
to the desire to mimic the locomotion of a caterpillar  
went through an e tensive material tin ering phase 
in which silicone and  printed te tile samples 
were developed  nstead of using the caterpillar 
inspired vision to develop a material vision  the 
material was used in a user test to develop caterpillar 
inspired movements  which were then programmed 
into the material to ma e moving material samples  

rom these samples one was selected for further 
development into a wor ing protot pe  

ased on this protot pe the technical and e periential 
characteri ation could be performed to develop a 

igure  

roposed combination of 

io inspired with  

approach.

material vision  This was used as the starting point 
for an ideation phase  creative session and finall  
concept development for a computational composite 
based on the developed material and movement

n hindsight  this step from understanding the 
technical and e periential characteristics to further 
ideation and conceptuali ation might have been 
too fast  n between  the step of benchmar ing with 
other materials and manifesting material e perience 
patterns would have been valuable  or this reason 
 would also not claim to have followed the  

approach and instead onl  the tools offered to 
determine the material characteristics  owever  
 do thin  the ideation and conceptuali ation were 

applicable to the development of the computational 
composite out of the material  n this wa   got 
the chance of suggesting what a computational 
composite made up from this material could loo  li e

Combination of approaches
lthough it was initiall  ver  optimisticall  planned 

to have both the bio inspired and  approaches 
running parallel to each other  in practice both 
approaches were harder to combine  

tarting the project with the desire to ta e the 
locomotion of the caterpillar as the movement the 
material should e press  was limiting to the material 
development process  nstead of ta ing movements 
that might be natural to the material  the movement 
was alread  limited b  the caterpillar  eflecting bac  
on the project process it can be seen that instead of 
ta ing the movement of a caterpillar and appl ing 
it to the material it was chosen to ta e a reverse 
approach  this was done to tr  and incorporate the 
materials intrinsic ualities such as elasticit   

fterwards  the material was further developed 
and the aim was to develop a segmented protot pe 
which was unfortunatel  not reali ed  ersonall  
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ection  ersonal eflection
 started the project off nowing ver  little of both 

the bio inspired and  approach and even less 
about  silicone and  printing  onetheless  
during the project  learned a tremendous amount 
in  all of these topics and even added computational 
composites to the comple it  of the project 

uc il  the supervisor  team suggested me to map 
ever thing out in the ta onom

or a long time  was confronted with the struggle 
of combining a defined movement to an un nown 
material composite  The constant tin ering 
with new compositions of the material taught 
me the importance of a well described plan and 
documenation of what wor s and what doesn t  
Ta ing a structured path in the development of the 
composite was something  learned over the course 
of the project  

ne of the goals  set for m self was to ac uire 
e pertise on s  soft materials and electrical 
control elements  which  learned through a the 
hands on project   would sa  the research  
did of  was elaborate as  also did technical 
characteri ation of the  wire in tensile and c clic 
tests and tried to uncover the micro structure of 
both material phases  

s a designer   thin  m  protot ping s ills have 
improved and having gone through the ideation 
phase with a material as starting point m  
conceptuali ation s ills even more so  This was the 
first opportunit   had to organi e and facilitate a 
creative session
 thin  the project has given me man  learning 

opportunities and the guidance of m  supervisor  
team has ensured  was continuousl  challenged and 
supported in m  growth as a design engineer  

 do not see this as failure in terms of the project  
because b  ta ing the single segment of the moving 
material as an inspiration point   the ideation and 
creative session led to a more diverse range of ideas 
for future applications  imilarl  although the aim 
of the project was to develop a composite 
capable of translational movement  seeing the 
movement in a more abstract wa  such as s uee ing 
or pushing  gave more freedom for ideas for possible 
applications
The  approach and the tools given in the 
approach helped with the formulation of a vision 
for the material  nfortunatel  the  could onl  be 
applied once a based composite was developed  

or this reason  the e periential stud  was done at a 
later stage in the project and product concepts were 
onl  suggested and not wor ed out into a protot pe

 personall  thin  that ta ing inspiration from 
caterpillar locomotion in the development of the 
movement of a shape changing composite lead to 
an interesting material and movement  nl  once 
the material protot pe was wor ing and  started 
ideating on possible products and applications 
did  understand the real benefit of starting from a 
material towards the application  sing this material 
driven approach to product design  new interactions 
and products can be thought of  especiall  on the 
innovative end of the spectrum  computer interface 
design  human touch technolog  and an iet  
relieving mechanisms  

or this reason  do thin  that combining the  
and bio inspired approaches ma  lead to innovative 
ideas  provided the designer is aware that the 
approaches do not naturall  come together  To appl  
the  approach a clear idea on the composition of 
the material should be available  so that the technical 

and e periential material studies can be much more 
focused  t the same time  bio inspired design ma  
become constricting and a loose definition ma  help 
to balance the material and bio inspired movement  

n the other hand  bio inspired materials and the 
 approach would probabl  go hand in hand  

erhaps the disconnect was that using the material 
driven design method the material was developed 
and using the bio inspired approach the movement 
was determined  finall  bringing both aspects 
together was not as intuitive as initiall  e pected
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Appendix A:

SMA Composite Benchmark
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Name project: Curved shape memory 
alloy-based soft gripper (Rodrigue, 
Wang, Kim, & Ahn, 2017)

Name project: Morephone (Gomes, 
Nesbitt, & Vertegaal, 2013)

Name project: Shutters (Coelho & 
Zigelbaum, 2011)

  aving a larger ma imum bend angle can be useful  as well as 
proving that having an initial bending angle does not influence 
the ma imum bending angle achievable compared to a flat 
actuator. In addition, the actuator can be shaped differently, 
while still achieving the same bending angle.  
- One end is free moving in this paper. The effects are not 
registered with a restriction or reaction force on that end.

+  A simple method for connecting SMA wire to the substrate is 
given, as well as the connection between SMA wires. The paper 
also proposes interesting direction that van be taken with shape 
morphing surfaces in relation to user interaction.
- At the current stage this does not seem to be implementable in 
the current market.

+  A simple method for shape morphing materials in relation to 
user interaction.
- Constant power must be supplied to maintain the SMA strips 
in the lifted position

By joule heating the inserted wire contracts and bends the 
structure  The bending is found to be for a flat structure at 
ma imum  and for an actuator melded at  the ma imum 
bending angle is 

By joule heating, the SMA wires are activated and contract 
leading to a bending moment of the material. 

By joule heating, the SMA wires are activated so that the 
shutters open. 

n  mold with a inner volume of    mm and  mm 
is used to position the SMA wire. The wires are pre-strained 
with g and attached to a jig using bolts  The mold is  filled with 
PDMS. This rectangular and straight composite is then put into 
a curved mold  n the middle a glass fibre plate is positioned with 
on either side a mi ture of  The sample with  wire is 
positioned in the direction of the bending moment.

Copper substrate allows current to be passed to the sensors 
and SMA wires. Two 0.15 mm SMA wires are stitched into a 
each corner of the cardboard using Kevlar thread. 

Attached SMA strips to cut out pieces of fabric.

 mm  wire    lass fiber   mold 0.15 mm SMA wire + Cardboard + Copper substrate + E ink 
display

Felt sheet and SMA strips

(Dis)advantages

Actuation

Fabrication

Materials
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Material: Polyester Viscose
Filament: PLA    
Height 1.0 mm      Width: 0.5 mm
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Material: Polyester Viscose
Filament: PLA    
Height: 1.0 mm      Width: 1.5 mm
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Material: Polyester Viscose
Filament: PLA    
Height: 0.5 mm      Width: 1.5 mm
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Material: Polyester Lycra
Filament: PLA    
Height 1.0 mm      Width: 0.5 mm

Material: Polyester Lycra
Filament: PLA    
Height: 5.0 mm      Width: 0.5 mm
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Material: Polyester Lycra
Filament: PLA    
Height: 1.0 mm      Width: 0.5 mm
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Material: Polyester Lycra
Filament: PLA    
Height: 0.5 mm      Width: 1.5 mm

Second ‘plopped’ state
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Material: Lycra
Filament: PLA    
Height: 0.5 mm      Width: 1.5 mm

Upside down Second ‘plopped’ state
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Appendix A:

Graduation Project Brief












